
Noodle Challenges            K-5 
 

OBJECTIVE: Students will play various noodle games to improve accuracy, spatial awareness, and creativity 

while exploring ways to manipulate various sized foam noodles. 

 

EQUIPMENT:  

� Listed beside each activity description 

� Swim noodles are considered to be a full length noodle 

� ½ noodles are swim noodles cut in half 

� Mini noodles are small, 2 inch thick noodles 

 

SUGGESTED READING: {A great resource that explains many of these activities in detail}   

Cavert, C. & Sikes, S. (2002).  50 More Ways To Use Your Noodle.  Tulsa, Ok:  Learning Unlimited 

Corporation. 

 

PROCEDURES: The teacher will demonstrate each activity station (Rules and How to play).  Students will 

then be divided into equal groups to play at the following stations: {choose from the following list which 

stations will work best for you--some stations may be eliminated or add new ones depending on class size or 

equipment available}    

1. Parco Molo: (1-2 blindfolds and noodles) Blindfolded player/s (this depends on size of group) will put 

blindfold on and get one swim noodle. Remind blindfolded players to keep one arm up as the bumper to 

protect them from any collisions. The game begins with the “It” calling out “Marco” followed by all 

other players yelling “Polo.” The “It” follows the voices attempting to tag other players by swinging the 

noodle. A tagged player must then switch with the “It” and start a new game. Allow anyone to pick a 

new “It” they are uneasy about being “It” or unable to tag someone within a few minutes.  

2. Elbow Tag Duel: (1 half-sized noodle and mini-noodle piece per group of two) Players will partner up 

and one player will get a noodle and the other player will place the noodle piece on the back of his or 

her hand. To begin each team will grab hands/lock elbows and move together attempting to knock off 

any other team’s noodle piece from their hands, while maintaining balance of their own noodle piece. 

Each team must stop and perform 10 jumping jacks know matter how the noodle piece falls off. 

3. William Tell: (1 swim or ½ noodle and hula-hoop per group of two) One player will hold the hoop at 

various levels and the archer will attempt to score a bulls eye by throwing the noodle through the hoop. 

Encourage students to come up with as many possible ways to score a bull’s-eye. 

4. Bumper Cars: (1 noodle and blindfold per player) Players will get into the noodle bumper position and 

walk within the boundaries. When a player bumps another, there should be a slight stop, then a small 



turn in either direction, then continue in a forward direction. No moving backwards! Promote car noises 

for extra fun. 

5. Noodle Loop the Loop: (2 half-sized noodles per student) Push and spin a noodle so that it travels 

through the air in a loop the loop flight. Hold the half-sized noodle vertically like a tennis racket in your 

dominant hand and the other noodle horizontally to make a cross. With a little force, serve the horizontal 

noodle by letting go, pushing and spinning it with the vertical noodle. Now watch it fly. Come up with 

as many possible flight patterns. 

6. Javel-In Throw: (3 noodles per student; 2-3 trashcans or barrels) Each player will attempt to score 

points by throwing the javelin (noodle) into a trashcan. See who can score the most points. 

7. Pick up the Pasta: (24 swim noodles) Perform a drop by standing the noodles up, grabbing them with 

one big hug, and dropping them to the floor. This should leave the noodles in somewhat of a pile. Score 

points by picking up one noodle at a time without disturbing the other noodles. Once a noodle is 

touched, another noodle is not allowed to be touched. If the player is successful, the noodle is kept for 

one point and play continues with the next player’s turn. If the pile is disturbed, drop the noodle and 

play continues with the next player’s turn. 

8. Tower Building: (2-3 buckets full of mini-noodle pieces) Two to four players per bucket. Players will 

take turns by placing one mini-noodle piece on the floor at a time (no more than 5 mini-noodle pieces as 

the base). Continue this process the entire game. As the tower gets higher, the difficulty increases 

because the tower becomes less stable. The player that causes the tower to fall loses that round. Put 

mini-noodle pieces back into the bucket and start another round. 

9. Noodle Darts: (2 hula-hoops per group, 1 different color ½ size noodle per player) Players take position 

behind one of the hoops and take turns throwing/tossing their noodles towards the far hoop (similar to 

lawn darts). A point is given to the player who gets most of his/her noodle inside the hoop or closest to 

the hoop. Do a “re-do” if the noodles are too close to determining the winner. Start a new round after 

someone gets to 15 points. 

10. Noodle Face Off: (1 hockey goal and Gatorskin ball; 6 swim noodles per group of six) One player will 

get a noodle and be the goalie. All other players will get a noodle and gather at the center of the play 

area to perform a “face off” like in the game of hockey. Everyone is against everyone and use his or her 

noodles like hockey sticks to score a goal. Whoever scores a goal will switch with the goalie and 

everyone else will do a new face off. Variation: Players partner up and play each other. Players face off 

after each score. 
      

  


